DISPLACEMENT JUSTIFICATION

WMPJ-LD operates on Channel 26 in Calhoun city, Mississippi. WMPJ-LD is cochannel to WBUY-TV, Holly Springs, Mississippi.
5GTV has recently received a letter from Trinity Broadcasting Network, licensee of
Station WBUY-TV, objecting to WMPJ-LD’s operation. The Letter, a copy of which is attached
hereto, states in relevant part:
Trinity Broadcasting Network is licensee of Station WBUY-TV. WBUY-TV operates on
Channel 26 in Holly Springs, Mississippi. WBUY-TV is co-channel to 5GTV’s WMPJLD. WMPJ-LD recently was granted a modification application to move closer to
WBUY-TV.
Please be advised that based upon our examination of WMPJ-LD’s proposed operation,
Trinity believes that WMPJ-LD will in fact cause objectionable interference to a
significant portion of WBUY-TV’s established service area and viewers.
Please take whatever steps as may be necessary to eliminate this potential interference.

It has been determined that the most efficient and cost-effective means to eliminate this potential
interference is to move to adjacent-channel 27, as proposed in the present application. This will
allow 5GTV/WMPJ-LD to eliminate the potential interference to WBUY-TV, and will cause
minimal disruption to viewers of Station WMPJ-LD.

November 30, 2020

Frank Copsidas
Managing Member
5GTV, LLC
143 West St.
Suite 208
New Milford, CT 06776
Dear Mr. Copsidas:
Trinity Broadcasting Network is licensee of Station WBUY-TV. WBUY-TV
operates on Channel 26 in Holly Springs, Mississippi. WBUY-TV is co-channel to
5GTV’s WMPJ-LD. WMPJ-LD recently was granted a modification application to move
closer to WBUY-TV.
Please be advised that based upon our examination of WMPJ-LD’s proposed
operation, Trinity believes that WMPJ-LD will in fact cause objectionable interference to
a significant portion of WBUY-TV’s established service area and viewers.
Please take whatever steps as may be necessary to eliminate this potential
interference.

Very truly yours,

Larry Haley
Vice President of Engineering and Operations
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